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1. Magic and Religion in the New Revelations
In our secular age, one hears more "rumours of angels"t than one would

expect, despite the fact that Frithjof Schuon-a disciple of the esoteric teacher
René Guénon-wrote that (because of a cyclical theology of history) no genuine
new revelation is possible after the Middle Ages.2 Perhaps so, but any scholar
familiar with the so-called new religions of the last two centuries knows that
there have been more new revelations in the last 200 years than in the entire
Middle Ages, which lasted, according to conventional chronology-for 1,000
years. Any scholar who pays serious attention to the "new religions" should also
be prepared to consider new revelations.3

Not all new revelations, and, indeed, not all angels-areequal. Although the
Angel Moroui's visitations to Joseph Smith and the Angel Aiwass' revelation to
Aleister Crowley may both be classified as new revelations, it would be hard to
imagine more divergent revelations. In fact, there are a number of different
categories of new revelations. For example, special categories may be found
amolry literally thousands of new religions in Africa, among groups in the
Islamic world like the Ahmadis, and among a growing number of large new
religions, sorne with nillions of followers, in Japan. [The two latter categories,
by the way, have been encountered by Mormon missiouaries and it is interesting
to note that some similarities in revelatory structure have been noticed with the
Ahmadis,o while the Japanese new revelations have only appeared "strange" to
their Mormon observers.s]

To many obseryers of new revelations, one principal difference which has
emerged is the difference between religiotts and nrugical new revelations. The
very possibility of this distinction implies a theoretical framework within which
it is possible to establish a distinction between religion and magic. The great
evolutionary model of Keith Thomas-where religion gradually evolves frorn
primitive magic or mixed formsó-is perhaps less useful here than the categories
introduced by Mircea Eliade and Julien Ries.7 Eliade, followed by Ries, does
not deny that the categories may merge at some point in a gray area, but insists
that magicaland religious experiencesare fundamentallydifferent. He describes
the religious experience as a "hierophany," a manifestation of the divine, and the
rragical experience as a "cratophany," a manifestation of power. True, both
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religion and magic have something to do with the Sacred. However, the
religious man or woman adopts an attitude of listening to the Sacred with
reverence; the magicianwants to manipulate the Sacred to acquire power (from
the "noble" power of reaching a higher state of consciousness to more
"mundane" powers such as becoming rich or overcoming his or her enemies).

If a distinction is possible within the elusive area of "new religions," one
should also be able to distinguish between the "new" or "alternative" movements
which are religious and those which are "new magical movements."s And what
about new revelatious? Here again, grey areas abound, but a distinctit'xl may
also be drawn. One of the best available definitions of the "magical" revelation
was proposed by William Butler Yeats (1865-1939) in his essay entitled Magic,
which first appeared in The Monthly Review in September 1901. At that time,
Yeats was not only a celebrated poet, but had been, for a number of year, one
of the leaders of an important magical order, the Golden Dawn. In fact, he was
intimately involved in the Golden Dawn during the period of its most farnous
divisions and schisms when Yeats sided against youlry Aleister Crowley.e
According to Yeats, the main features of the magical "vision" or revelation are:

1. That the borders of our mind are ever shifting, and that malry
minds can flow into one anotfuer, as it were, and create or reveal a
single mind, a single energy.

That the borders of our memories are ever shifting, and that our
memories are a part of one great mernory, the memory of Nature
herself.

3. That this gîeat Mind and great Memory can be evoked by
symbclls.lo

Not all nnagical and occult teachers would agree with this definition, but its
advantage is that one immediatelyperceives the human mind as a starting point
which, through a symbolic technique, reaches for the great Mind of the
Universe. This is not what happene d with Abraham, Mohammed-orJoseph
Smith. They were not first in taking the initiative; they dicl not use alty
technique to reach for the Sacred. They did not claim to have invented a
special technique to get in touch with the Sacred. God took the initiative; rhe
Sacred spoke. Their only claim was that they were ready to listen, and willing
to pass on what they had heard to others. Frotr a theoretical standpoint, the
distinction between the magus and the prophet is clearenough. In the religious
revelation, God starts and leads; in magic, the magus starts and eventually tries
to manipulate the Sacred.

2. Early Mormonism: Religion and/or Magic?
A case in point which demonstrates that the distinction between religious

uld magical new revelations is not as clear as one would like is early
Mònnonism. For the historian of religion there is no doubt that Joseph Srnith's
revelatory enterprise has all the features of the religious experieuce, ancl almost
no features of the magical experience. On the other hand, magic connectious
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between Joseph Smith, his family and his revelations have been noted,
particularly, but not exclusively, in anti-Mormon literature. Three main areas
have been discussed:

(a) the presence of folk magic in the early experiencesof Joseph Smith
and his family;

(b) the relations of Joseph Smith and other early Mormon leaders with
Freemasonry and the Masonic element in Temple ceremonies;

(c) a consistent fascination of a number of magiqal and occult leaders
and teachers with Joseph Smith.

It is not my purpose here to review the serious scholarly literature which now
exists on the first two points. As far as the folk magic connection is concerned,
any comment would consist largely of a review and discussion of D. Michael

Quinn's Earlv Mormonism and the Magic World View.rr I would observe,
howeve r, that the sometimes heated discussion this book has generated would
perhaps be less emotional if the issue was placed in a comparative context. The
Mark Hofmann incident called attention to a number of studies which had
already deomonstrated that a connection existed between the Smith family and
folk magic. So what? It is one thing to distinguish between religious and
magical experience; it is another to claim that religious experience could exist
in a vacuum, entirely free of any folk or magical elements. Magic-free religion
only exists in the programs of the Churches and in the books of theologians; it
has never existed at the grass-root level of the rank and file. The Catholic
Church has quietly accepted for centuries a folk religion more or less close to
uragic; recent attempts to fight folk religion in the name of a "pure" and magic-
free theology have largely been abandoned where they resulted in the loss of
substantial numbers of members, particularly in Latin America. True, there is
a Protestant literature which claims that Protestantism has liberated Christianity
from the magic and superstitions tolerated by the Roman Church. But this
literature is largely propaganda. One has only to read the recentstudy by Robin
Bruce Barnes on apocalypticism in the wake of the Lutheran Reformationr2-
there is a growing and a large body of research in this field-to be convinced
that, and not only at a popular level, early Protestants shared with Roman
Catholics hidden (and sometimes not so hidden) beliefs in astrology, exorcisms,
talismans, amulets and the like. Even the very liberal Protestantism of the Age
of the Enlightenment was certainly not entirely magic-free: recent research has
concentrated on the "other side" of the Enlightenment, where we find scholars
contributing to the Encyclopedie in favor of astral influences (although trying to
avoid the word "astrology") and Italian rationalistphilosophers-followedon this
point by Marat, soon to become one of the leaders of the French Revolution--
claiming that, in order to dispose of the Catholic idea of the Devil, one had to
insist still more vigorously on a "natural" theory of the evil eye.t3 After all, in
French, the word "illuminisme" means both the Enlightenùrent of the
philosophers and the occultism of the "Illuminati."
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The same analysis applies to Freemasonry. Masonic history is au enorurously

complicatedblend of rationalism and occultism, liberal Protestantism and magic:
not only in one lodge but often in the head of one individual. A ratiottalist and
deist like John Toland was, at the same time, the first leader of a magical
Ancient Druid Order, which rnet in the same Apple Tree Tavern in which one
of the founding lodges of the Grand Lodge of London met in 1'7l7.ta And
Toland's case is far from an isolated example in the Masonic world. If an occult
and a rationalist wing have always coexisted in Freemasonry-so that many
symbols could be read in two ways-all the intricacies of Joseph Smith's
relations with Freemasonry become inconclusive. We know that Joseph Smith
was first attracted by the anti-Masonic ideas following the Morgan incident;
according to Fawn Brodie, Lucinda Pendleton Harris, wife of that faurous auti-
Masonic martyr, eventually became a plural wife of Joseph Smith (and it is sure
that she rroved to Nauvoo).15 Subsequently, in Nauvoo, Joseph Smith became
reconciled with Freemasoilry and lodges were granted dispensations in the City
of the Saints. Later these lodges were declared irregular by mainline
Freemasonry, mostly because they had too many urembers aud were becouring
too powerful. This incident-and the influence, alleged or otherwise, of
Masonic rituals in Mormon Ternple ceremonies-have been and are being
studied in detail.ló But if Freemasonry--contrary to the claims of many
evangelical Protestants and anti-Mormon authors-is not a "pure" occult or
magic organization, but is, rather, an admixture of various elements, all this-
again-is no evidence that early Mormonism offered a magic rather than a
religious experience.

We are, as a consequence,left with the third clue, i.e. the fascination of a
number of magical and occult leaders for Joseph Smith.

3. Magical and occult leaders fascinated by Joseph Smith: the case of Aleister
Crowley

One of the most curious incidents in the history of anti-Mormonism began
in 1984 when William Schnoebelen and his wife, who had become Mormons in
1980, were converted to evangelical Christianiry. Eventually, Schnoebelen was
introduced to Ed Decker, a well-known evangelical anti-Mormon, and to the
latter's organization Saints Alive. Decker had argued, well before rneeting
Schnoebelen, not only that Mormonism had a magical connection, but that the
God of the Mormon Temple is in reality Lucifer. Beginning in 1986,
Schnoebelen became Decker's spokesman for the alleged magical and Satanic
character of Mormonism, and went so far to claim "that the Mormon Apostle
James E. Faust admitted [to Schnoebelen] in a private interview in 1981 that the
Mormon Temple ceremony was a witchcraft ritual and that Lucifer was, in fact,
the God of the Temple."l' Apart frt'rm this extreme claim, one wonders why
Schnoebelen was taken seriously by some anti-Mormons. He seemed, indeed,
uniquely qualified to confirm the magical (and even Satanic) connection in
Mormonism. First of all, Schnoebelen claimed to have been a Roman Catht'rlic
priest before converting to Mormonisrn; the history of his career "from clergy
to convert" had been included in the book compiled by Stephen W. Gibson and
published by Bookcraft in 1981.18 Second, Schnoebelen claimed to lre an expert
in magic and Satanism because he had been initiated a witch in 1968, changed
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his name in 1973 to Christopher Pendragon Syn (to honour, in his own words,
srr) and was officially licensed a "Warlock" in 1978 by the Californian Church
of Satan headed by the flamboyant Anton Szandor LaVey. What a prue
convert to Mormonism in 1980! But-also-what a prize convert to evangelical
Christianity in 1984!

In 1987, Schnoebelen and Decker co-authored a book on the alleged
Mormon doctrine of Lucifer-God,1e and the former became a regular speaker
at anti-Morrlon conferences. He has, more recently, entered the flourishing
market of anti-occult Christian Fundamentalist publications with a 1990 book
against Wicca and the contemporary witchcraft revival.2o FIe continues as a
leader of Saints Alive.

Not all anti-Mormons were enthusiastic about Schnoebelen's claims,
particularly Gerald and Sandra Tanner, the well-known Salt Lake "career
apostates."2l In 1988, the Tanners interviewedSchnoebelenfcrr three and a half
hours, found him wanting, and eventually decided that he would become a
nuisance to the anti-Mormon community and should be exposed. The Tanners
are well-known to be persistent investigators. They quickly discovered that
Schnoebelen had never been a Roman Catholic priest. In order to discover this
they had to become acquainted with the little known phcnomenon of the
"wandering bishops," i.e. people claiming to have been consecrated as bishops
along an "independent" line whose orders are recognized as valid, even if not
legitimate or regular, by the Roman Catholic Church. In fact, the Roman
Catholic Church believes (a theological opinion not shared by the Eastern
Orthodox Churches) that a bishop, although separated from the Church or
excommunicated,maintains until his death the power to ordain and consecrate
people who will become valid (although irregular and automatically
excommunicated)priests and valid bishops. Anyone consecrated in this way as
a bishop (although outside the Roman Catholic Church) may, in turn, create
other "valid" (although, once again, irregular) bishops, and so on. Sometimes
the matter becomes enormously complicated because there are no official
records of all irregular consecrations. There are, however, in the world today
more than 1,000 "independent" or "wandering" bishops who make claims to
validity, as shown by a directory recentlypublished by the Institute for the Study
of American Religion22 and by other sources. Some of these "wandering
trishops" are dreamers who want to establish a new Church around a ltew
theology; "quite a Large number" of them-according to the very words of one
of their own fold-"are simply people one would not wish to invite to dinner"
(23); some have actually ended up in jail. And many are occultists who wish to
acquire the "powers" they believe to be magically connectedwith being a bishop.
The clerry consecrated by these bishops is by any standard, not a "Roman
Catholic" clergy, and is rejected as such by the Roman Catholic Church.

Schnoebelenwas ordained a priest by two typical "wandering bishops," Julius
E. Massey (190L-I978) and Michael Edward Stehlik (consecrated by Massey in
1978 and converted to the Roman Catholic Church-this time the mainline
one-in 1981). Both wandering bishops were also connected with the alleged
apparitions of the Virgin Mary in Necedah,Wisconsin, to Mary Ann Van Hoof
(died in 1984), which were rejected by the Roman Catholic Church. Not all
"priests" consecratedby Stehlik and Massey remained immune from the scandals
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which often plague such groups: two of them, David Javore and Glen

Goergen-bothclose associatesof Schnt'rebelenby his own admission-hadlegal

problèms arising from the finances of their Church and homosexuality;

apparently Goergen "even admitted that he had taken nude photographs of

three Milwaukee area teenage girls" at a time when he was "involved in a lot of

drugs" (24).
The Winter 1986 issue of the anti-Mormon Saints Alive Joumal informed its

readers that Schnoebelenwas more than an ordinary priest; he had been made

a "gnostic Catholic Bishop" in 1978.5 Later-whenquestionedby the Tanners-

Schloebelen explained that he had a "Vallatte (sic) successiott." The Tanners

themselves misspelled "Vallatte," which refers to Joseph René Vilatte (1854-

Ig2g), a key figure in the history of the wandering bishops, who obtained an

episcopal consecration in t892 in the Malankara Syrian Church in Ceylott-an

Eastern Church whose orders are recognized as valid by the Romau Catholic

Clurch. Vilatte is the grandfather of huudreds of wandering bishops: and it is

here that Aleister Crowley enters the Schnoebelen saga. Schnoebelenexplained

to the Tanners that "Vallatte (sic) when he travelled through Europe ordained

several rather baarre people . . . who were into the occult, and some of them,

in turn, ordained people who, for instance, ordained Aleister Crowley, who was,

believe it or not, ordained by an Old Catholic bishop . . . and this whole lineage

then made it to America by way of Haiti, and . . . the ofîicial title of the Church

is the Ecclesia Gnostica Spiritualis, but I just keep the Latin out of it; I just said

Gnostic Bishop."tr
This is, to say the least, only part of the story. A Gnostic Church was

founded in France in 1890 by Jules Doinel (1842-1902) without claims to

apostolic succession. As with many similar organizations, the Gnostic Church

suffered a number of schisms and splits. In 1913 the leader of one of its

branches, Jean Bricaud (1881-1934) finally acquired a line of apostolic

succession after being consecrated a bishop by Louis-FranEois Giraud (1876-

1950), whose line of succession originated from Vilatte. From this time, the

various Gnostic Churches were strongly interested in occultism; prominent

occult teachers such as René Guénon (although he later renounced any

involvement) and prominent European Freemasonswere conse cratedas Bishops

in one or another of these Churches in our century.z1 Bricaud was in coutact

with the European occult underground of his time and he consecratedTheodor

Reuss (1855-1923), a prominent occultist, as a Gnostic Bishop for Germany.

Among the many occult orders controlled by Reuss was the Ordo Templi

Orientis (O.T.O.), which was founded by the Austrian industrialist Carl Kelltter

(1850-1905), u close associate of Reuss. In 191L Reuss first met Edward

Alexander ("Aleister") Crowley (1875 -1947), a young Englishman who was

spending the money left by his wealthy Christian father, whom he hated, to

expfutre a number of occult orders and groups, which were oriented towards sex

magic and/or homosexuality. Crowley was a magicalgenius, though a bizarre and

depravecl one. While people like Bricaud and Reuss did not make arry lasting

contribution to the large body of already existing magical literature, Crowley's

magical system claims thousands of followers even today.4 There is no serious

doubt that Reuss gave Crowley the highest degrees and authority in the O.T.O.

ancl made him his successor (although the succession was disputed). What is
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less clear is whether Crowley was also consecrated a Gnostic Bishop by Reuss;

some assune this consecration to have taken place "without doubts"2e but

apparently there is no record of it, and if it happened before the Vilatte line

entered the Gnostic Church via Giraud no claim of apostolic succession may be

clained. What is certain is that Crowley re-wrote the Gnostic Mass of Doinel

ancl Bricaud in 19L3, while he was in Russia, having a good time (and uraking
some money) as managerof a troupe of female musicians and dancers called the

"Ragged Ragtime Girls."3o It is a buarre ritual, with continuous allusions to sex

magic (it is said that some versions of the Mass involve actual, and not mere

symbolic, intercourse between a "priest" and a "priestess") and a strange number
of "Saints" mentioned in its Canon including Francis Bacon, Richard Wagner,

Friedrich Nietzsche, Sir Richard Burton and . . . Aleister Crowley himself.3l
While in the main branch of the O.T.O. in the United States most claiurs to

an apostolic succession in the episcopate of their leaders-as leaders of
Crowley's Gnostic Church-rests on the dubious consecration of Crowley
himself, things are indeed different in the "Haitian" branch mentioned by
Schnoebelen. One name Schnoebelen strangely failed to mention in his
discusssion with the Tanners is Michael Bertiaux. Bertiaux, a native of Seattle,
attended an Episcopalian seminar, was sent to Haiti as missionary, fell in love
with Voodoo and was himself converted to this Haitian form of syncretism
rather than converting Haitians to Anglican Christianity. He also met a father
and son named Jean-Maine, father (Lucien-Francois, 1869-1960) and son
(Fiector-Francois) who passed on to him another branch of the O.T.O.
(cornbining Crowley and Voodoo) and an episcopal succession which probably
came from Bricaud without passing through Crowley. Bertiaux eventually
settled in Chicago, where he first worked at the U.S. Headquarters of the
'Iheosophical Society in Wheaton, Illinois, and then found a job as a social
worker for the City of Chicago. For many years Bertiaux was the head of a
branch of the O.T.O.; he has recently become less enthusiastic about Crowley
and has passed his O.T.O. responsibilities on to other people, but he continues
to be a Gnostic Bishop and combines the tradition of the Gnostic Churches with
rvhat he prefers to spell "Voudon."32 Bertiaux, when I interviewed him in 1990,
had only a vague recollection of Schnoebelen, and he was not entirely sure that
he had consecrated him; but in the U.S. occult world any reference to both a
Haitian connection and a Gnostic Church, taken together, can normally only
mean Bertiaux.33 Bertiaux, who studied philosophy, has a rather good
background in European philosophy and some Eastern religions; on the other
hand, he does not seem to be particularly interested in Mormonism.3a
Schnoebelen claims to have found some similarities between Mormonism and
Crowley's brand of occultism throqgh commonimplied referencesto Kabbalism
(that he prefers to spell, like some occultists, "Qabalism").35 Schnoebelenwrites
that he studied Crowley very seriously: "We got seriously into Crowley, who was
certainly the wittiest, classiest and most honest writer on magick in this century"

136)---althcugh he was, Schnoeltclen now realzes, "demonic," "satanic" and
"cliabolical."37

It is indeedsurprising that-having"seriously" studiedCrowley-Schnoebelen
failed to find what would, no doubt, have added fuel to the fire of Saints Alive.
It was not necessary to find vague kabbalistic similarities benveen Crowleyan and
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Mormon symbols if Schnoebelen had read Crowley's biography and works
carefully. He would have discovered that the great magus-who hated
organized religion and had little respect for Jesus Christ-was fascinated
throughout his life by Joseph Smith. Schnoebelen'sunique background allowed
him to suggest, though in vague terms, a connection between Crowley and
Monnonism. I aur aware of one precedent only: the Revue ùttemationale des
sociétés secrètes, founded in France in L9L2 by Monsigno( Ernest Jouin (L844-
L932) as a journal fcrr anti-Masonic studies by Roman Catholics, took notice of
Aleister Crowley in the late 1920s and quickly discovered the sex magic involved
in his system. The articles-anonymous or signed by the anti-Masonic Catholic
journalist Olivier de Fremond-suggested a possible Mormon counection.
However the idea-taken from anti-Mormon literature of the l9th century which
had circulated in France-was that the Mormons may have had a "secret sex
cult" connected with polygamy and, since Crowley was favourable to polygamy,
he may have had som€ relationship with the Mormons.3s Jouin's journal, though
published only in French, had readers in the U.S., and it was a group of U.S.
"friends of Monsignor Jouin" who tried, after his death, to have him canonized
as a Saint by the Roman Catholic Church.3-e There is no evidence, however, that
these references had any impact on American anti-Mormonism.

There are two main passages in which Aleister Crowley clearly states his
feelings about Joseph Smith. The first passage is included in Crowley's
autobiography, where he explains that "we should found society upon a caste of
'men of the earth,' sons of the soil, sturdy, sensual, stubborn and stupid, not
emasculated by ethical or intellectual education, but guided in their evolution
by the intelligent governing classes towards an ideal of pure anirral perfection."
This ide a, Crowley claims, is not racist, since "in such a substratum variation will
produce sporadic individuals of higher type," and, in fact, "history affords
innumerable examples of the lofty intelligence and the noblest characters
shooting up from the grossest stock": "innumerable ( . . . ) men of the highest
genius came of peasantparenlage" and "few indeed of the first class have beeu
born of intellectually developed families." Among these "men of the highest
genius" Crowley mentious the French sculptor Rodin, whom he personally knew,
Kcats, Lincoln, Carlyle, Whitman, the Germanphilosopher and mystic Boehme,
and Joseph Smith. It is somewhat surprising that some Arnericans are included
because Crowley, at this point in his autobiography, had just explained that "an
adult American ís a rara avk." However, Crowley explains, on the other hand,
that genius is "always cclnstitutionally robust" and physical streugth is not a bar
to being a genius, as Joseph Srnith, anrol4 others had proved.ao

T'he second passage is included in Chapter 16 of Crowley's novel, Moonclild,
written in I9I7 and first published in L929. There are, in this novel, two
autobiographical backgrounds. The first is the quarrel betweeu various wings
of the Order of the Golden Dawn: Crowley sided with one of the founders of
the Order, Sauruel Liddell MacGregor Mathers (1854-1918) in his 1900 fight
against other leaders of the Order (including Yeats and the celebrated Masonic
author Arthur Edward Waite, 1857-L942), but later became disillusioned with
all these people and founded a Golden Dawn branch of his own, the Astruur
Argentinum or Argenteum Astrum. All the leaders of the Golden Dawn are
part of a "Black Lodge" in Moonchild, and are ferociously lampooned
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throughout the novel. The second autobiographical element is the short but

intense affair Crowley had in 1911 with Mary d'Esté Sturges, one of the

companions travelling with the famous dancer Isadora Duncan. Crowley was

introduced to Sturges on October LI, L91L, at the Savoy Hotel in London. The

two fell in love and Crowley quickly discovered that Mary-when excitedby sex,

alcohol and drugs-was able to channel higher beings as a medium. The magus

took Mary to Zurich and St. Moritz, where the girl channelled a Turk or

Egyptian spirit called Ab-ul-Diz. The spirit gave Crowley important revelations

concerning the Golden Dawn, his work and his persuasion to be the Great Beast

foreseen in the Book of Revelation. Ab-ul-Diz informed Crowley that he was

to write a work on magic calledBook Four, and that, in order to do so, he and

Mary had to go to Napleswhere they would find a certainvilla which Mary had

seen in her visions and had been able to describe. According to Crowley, after

a number of adventures, he and Mary eventually found a building called Villa

Caldarazzo in Posillipo, Naples which corresponded exactly to Mary's vision. It
was there that Crowley wrote Book Four, and where, after a few weeks, Mary

lost interest in Crowley and returned to Isadora Duncan.al
In Moonchild Mrary d'Esté Sturges--or Sister Virakam, as Crowley magically

called her-becomes Lisa la Giuffria. She is contacted by a benevolent Order,

lead by Simon Ift and engaged in a great work: she has to pass through various

initiations and go to Italy where, near Naples, she could finally give birth to a
magical child (a possibility hinted at by Crowley in his secret rituals of the
O.T.O.).42 Simon Iff was an anti-Sherlock Holmes created by Crowley for his

detective stories, who solved mysteries through occult insight and Eastern

wisdom rather than through Holmesianrationalism.a3 Unfortunately, at the end

of the novel, Lisa la Giuffria prefers to follow a human love rather than the

Great Work, and the experiment fails. In Chapter 16 of the novel Lisa la

Giuffria is in Posillipo (in the villa where Crowley actually stayed with Mary

d'Esté Sturges and wrote Book Four) with Cliril Grey, the man who should be
the father of her magical child. She watóhes the stars and has a vision of a
number of great souls: Maximilian, once Emperor of Mexico, General

Boulanger, Ludwig II of Bavaria, Chopin, Byron, Tolstoj, Blake, Tschaikowsky,
I(pling, Huxley, Strauss, Swinburne and some "tragic figures" including-
possibly-Electra and Salome. At a certain stage of the vision:

Atl gave way to a most enigmatic figure. It was an insignificant face and

form; but the attributions of him filled all heaven. In his sphere was
primarily a mist which Iliel instinctively recognized as malarious; aud she
got an impression, rather than a vision, of an immense muddy river

rushing through swamps. And then she saw that from this man's brain
issued phantoms like pigeons. They were neither Red Indians nor

Israelites, yet they had something of each in their bearing. And these
poured like smoke from the head of this little man. In his hand was a

book, and he held it over his head. And the book itself was guarded by
an angelic figure whose face was extraordinarily stern and unbeautiful,
but who scatteredwith wide hands the wealth of life, children, and corn,
and gold. And behind all these things was a great multitude; and about
them were the symbolic forms of exile and death and every persecution,
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and the hideous laughter of triumphant enemies. All this seemed to
weigh heavily upon the little man that had created it; Iliel [Lisa la
Giuffria] thought that it was seeking incarnation for the sake of its
forgetfulness. Yet the light in his eyes was so pure and noble and
nagnetic that it might have been that he saw in a new birth the change
to repair his error.aa

l-est some reader should not recognize the people who "were neither Red
Indians nor Israelites, yet they had something of each in their bearing" as
Nephites, and "the book" as the Book of Mormon, a footnote by Crowley
informs us that the "enigmatic figure" seen by Lisa was, indeed, Joseph Smith.

Althouglt Crowley's papers are partially in private collections and not readily
available (many are, however, at the Warburg Institute in London), we have so
far no evidence of any significant direct contact he may have had with lVlormon
missionaries. His interest for Joseph Smith may come from three sources.

The first and most important source for Crowley's interest in Joseph Smith
is Sir Richard Francis Burton (1821-1890). Burton, one of the most famous
British explorers and profèssional-travellers of the 19th century, visited Utah and
published his famous The City of the Saints and Across the Roclq Moun.tains to
Califurnia,ot in 1861-, in which he gave a balanced, if colourful, account of Utah
and the Mormons. His book became a classic referenceon Utah Mormonism-
and the reason Fawn M. Brodie become particularly interested in Burton and
eventuallywrote his biography in L967.46 Burton was one of Crowley's favourite
heroes; it is not an exaggerationto note that Crowley worshipped him, since he
included Burton-as mentioned earlier-among the Saints to be invoked in the
canon of his version of the Gnostic Mass. Thanks to Crowley, hundreds of
people who participate in Gnostic Masses of the O.T.O. still invoke Richard
Francis Burton as a Saint, no doubt without knowing anything about him-and
perhaps confusing him with Richard Burton, the movie actor of more recent
fame. The new version of the Gnosîic Mass was written by Crowley in 1913,
betrveen his Italian adventure with Mary d'Esté Sturges in 1911 and the first
draft of Moonchild (completed in L9L7). At that time his cult of Burton was at
its height. No doubt Crowley regarded himself as a still greater Saint than
Burton, and he subtitled his autobiograplry originally called The Spirit of
Solitude-"An Autohagiogmphy" in 1929. Due to problems at Mandrake Press.
Crowley's publisher, the autobiography was not published before 1969. From
the beginning, Crowley dedicated the "Autohagiography" "to Three Immortal
Memories: Richard Francis Burton, the perfect pioneer of spiritual and physical
aclventure; Oscar Eckenstein,who trained me to follow the trail; Allan Bennett.
who did what he could."a7

Crowley was, in the first part of his life, an accomplished and skillecl
mountaineer, and Eckensteinwas his revered teacherin the mountains: Bennen
was his first and most respected occult teacher. Burton, however, is mentioned
first as "the perfect pioneer of spiritual and physical advenr,ure," a rncdel
Crowley attemptedîo portray himself. Crowley avidly collected and read almosr
all of Burton's literary production; accordingly, his first and most important
exposure to Mormonism probably came from The City of the Saints.
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Another possible-and admittedly more tenuous connection between
Crowley and Mormonism is a negative one. If the enemies of my enemy are my
friends, Crowley may have taken notice that Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's first
Slrerlock Holmes book,,4 Study in Scarlet, was basically an anti-Mormon book.as
Crowley intensely disliked Conan Doyle for a number of reasons. First, Conan
f)oyle was a prominent Spiritualist, and occultists like Crowley despised
Spiritualists as adepts of a rr[e1rvs1rr-if not intrinsically stupid-form of magic.
The efforts of the novelist to promote Spiritualisrn were regarded by Crowley
as evidence of "Conan Doyle's senile dementia."ae Second, Conan Doyle
considered (and finally rejected) the idea of joining the Golden Dawn in 1898,
through a contact with Doctor Henry Pullen Burry and Doctor Robert W.
Felkin, both prominent in the anti-Mathers (and anti-Crowley) faction in the
struggle of 1900.50 Third-and perhaps most important-Crowley did not like
the rationalism of Sherlock Holmes (the more so because he was aware of the
Spiritualism of Conan Doyle). Even one passage where he approves of a
feature of Sherlock Holmes-the "selective study," ignoring all that falls outside
his work-Crowley is far from being complimentarytowards the detective or his
creator:

One of the few gleams of intelligence shown in the works of Conan
Doyle is where Sherlock Hohnes is ignorant that the earth goes round
the sun and, on being told, says that he will at once try to forget it. The
case chosen exhibits the chooser as imbecile, for elemenîary astronomy
is certainly important to the detective. But the general idea is sound.51

Crowley was familiar with detective stories and created his own detective with
the character of Simon lff. While G.K. Chesterton, the British writer who
convertedto Roman Catholicism, createdwith his FatherBrown a Catholic anti-
Sherlock Holmes, Simon Iff is an occult anti-Sherlock Hohnes of a different
character. But there is a common aim 6etween the Catholic Chesterton and the
anti-Catholic Crowley: to show that the methods of Sherlock Holmes could not
really work because they ignore substantial portions of the real human mind.
Accordingly, the fact that Sherlock Holmes introduced himself as an anti-
Mormon in his first story had, in itself, much to recourmendto Crowley a fairer
general attitude towards the Mormons and Joseph Smith.

The third possible link between Crowley and the Mormons has to do with
the former's relationship with Freemasonry. Since the l8th Centur/, "regular"
Freemasonrygoverned by the Grand Lodge of England and by its counterparts
outside England has coexisted, side by side, with other bodies alternatively
labelled as "irregular" or "clandestine." Since the question of regularity within
fìreemasonryis less clearthan many Freemasonsprefer to believe, Ellic Howe-
writing in a rather official Masonic publication-suggested that certain dubious
rites and groups be called "fringe Masonry" rather than "irregular."52 Some
"fringe" groups are also "irregular," by any standard,while the word "clandestine"
lras normally been used by Masonic writers in a derogatory way to identi$r
pseudo-Masonic aberrations which confer (or sell) spurious "Masonic" degrees
to people who would not have been eligible to become "regular" Freemasons.
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There exists in Utah, a body of anti-Mormon Masonic literature which claims

that Joseph Smith operated a "clandestine" lodge in Nauvoo, although it was

originally chartered by proper Masonic authorities. In time, bitter feelings

developed between Mormons and Masons and, while Freemasonry takes pride

i1 admitting members of whatever creed or religion, Mormons, although only
in Utah, were the only members of a religious group to be officially excluded by

"regular" Freemasonry. This prohibition v/as removed from the Code of the

Grand Lodge of Utah only on January 3L, l9B4; it had been in place officially
siuce 1,925 and unofficially since at least 1867.s3

Crowley was in turn admitted-through Reuss, himself a very active "fringe"
or "irregular" Mason,sa and other sources-to an incredible variety of para-

Masonic, pseudo-Masonic and perhaps (but the fact is disputed) genuine
Masonic bodies. At any rate Crowley became convinced that his magical system

"satisfied all possible requirements of true Freemasonry" and claimed to be "in
a position to do for the contending sects of freemasonrywhat the Alexandrians

ctid for those of paganism."s5 Understandably, the Freemasons rejected his
geilerous offer, and where horrified when he claimed that all the secrets of true

Freemasonry were connected with an anti-Christian system of sex magic.

Crowley, in turn, was incensed because the Masonic establishment rejected his

ideas and claims to authority. There is no evidence that Crowley knew about
the problems Joseph Smith had with Masonic authorities in lllinois, which he

may have found similar to his own. Flowever, there was one Mormon-
achnittedly less important in Mormon history than Joseph Srnith-who was

deeply involved in Masonic controversies who had some association with

Crowley. Matthew McBlain Thomson (1854-1932) was born in Scotland, but

erientually converted to Mormonism, emigrated to Idaho in 1881 and finally

settled in Salt Lake. He became notorious as the perpetrator of "the Great
Thomson Masonic Fraud" for which he was sentenced by a United States
District Court Judge in 1922 and spent two years in a federal prision in Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas.s6 Thomson, in fact, made some money by selling "clan-
cle stine" Masonic degrees to shopkeepers, workers and other people in the U.S.
Since Mormons were not eligible to become "regular" Freemasons in Utah, he
fuund the 45th state to be particularly fertile ground. Notwithstanding

Thomson's legal problems, his creation, the American Masonic Federation, was

remarkably persistent and apparently was still in existence in the 1970s. In

Europe Thomson was welcome by the main "fringe" and "irregular" (but not
uecessarily "clandestine") Freemasons of his timeo including Jean Bricaud-
r.vhom we have met in the Gnostic Church-and Theodor Reusso the mau who

initiated Crowley into the O.T.O. (and possibly consecrated him as a Gnostic
bishop). In t920 Thomson managed Io organize in Zurích, Switzerland, a

Universal World Masonic Congress, attended by the Swiss Doctor E. Pargaetzi

as representative of Bricaud, and by Theodor Reuss. A number of "fringe"
Masonic bodies were represented, and a Universal Masonic World Federation
was founded, presided over by Thomson with Bricaud as Treasurer. The
Fecleration had some ambitious projects-including the creation of an

international Masonic school in Klosters, Switzerland-which were never

realaed, but remained in existence for some years. Introducing the Congress,
which took place in July 1920, the journal Les annales initiaîiques, organ of
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Bricaud's Gnostic Church and of other occult organnatíons announcedin April-

June 1920 that Reuss would be appointed secretaryof the new Federation. Yet,

at the end of the Congress the Swiss Freemason Hans-Rudolph Hilfiker-Dunn,

not Reuss, was appointed secretary; Reuss was not even a memberof the Board

of Directors. Apparently at the beginning of the Congress, Reuss quarrelled

with Thomson; it has also been suggested that Thomson paid Reuss to keep the

main lights of the stage on himself.st But Reuss and Thomson had been friends

for some time.
Crowley did not attend the Zurich Congress. He was busy managing his

Abbey of Thelema in Cefalu, Sicily, which he wanted to become the world

center of the new religion of Crowleyanity. He also became entangled in a

number of love affairs. He lived at the Abbey with both Leah Hirsig (who was

said to be the only true love of his life-perhapswith his first wife, Rose Kelly),

the first arnong a collection of "Scarlet Women" who, in Crowley's apocalyptic
imagery, were magically called to complete his role of the "Great Beast," and
with Ninette Fraux Shumway, who he called his "second concubine." In June

1920 he had just completed a homosexual affair with an Arab named

MohammedTsaida which occurred during a trip to Tunis (although Tsaida was

apparently not in love with Crowley ancl asked "a small fee" for his services).58
When the Zurich Congress convened, he was anxiously waiting at the Abbey for
I Iollywood actress Jane Wolfe, another of his lovers, who finally arrived in
Palermo on July 23. Interestingly enough, people in Cefalu called Crowley "the
Mormon" and the Abbey's group "the Mortron communitln" apparentlybecause
Orowley, having more than one wife, was easily confused with old popular

literature about Mormons as polygamists. Accordingto one source, Crowley did
not dislike the appellative, and did not explain to the good citizens of Cefalu
that he was, in fact, not a Mormon.se Despite all this activity, Crowley managed
to keep in touch with Reuss and other people associated with O.T.O. and
continued to visit the Abbey. He also continued his efforts to advance in
Fìreemasonry. He mentions, for example,"a shower of diplomas from Salt Lake
Cit!,"u0 an obvious reference to Thomson. Although Crowley was capable of
treating these things in a jocular mode-"an elephant, he wrote, would break
down under the insignia I am entitled to wear"ól-hs w6s, after all, playing the
same game as Reuss and Thomson. Since Thomson liked to claim that he was
persecuted as a Mormon by an anti-Mormc'rn Utah Masonry-although this was
clenied by the prosecutor in his caseó2-this modern "persecution" in which he
was somewhat involved may have made Crowley more sympathetic towards the
persecuted Mormons of old. And, at that time, it was certainly true that
Mormons in Utah were excluded from "regular" Freemasonry, just as Crowley
felt excluded despite his claims.

But what kind of sympathy did Crowley actually manifest toward Mormonism
and Joseph Smith? Surely it was not the usual respect one would expect to be
shown for religious leaders: Crowley knew nothing of such a respect, as shown
by his treatmentof Jesus Christ, the Virgin Mary and the Saints. Crowley's play
The World's Tragedy has been described by his or e-time secretary as "one of the
most bitter and vicious diatribes against Christianity that I have ever read."ó3 If
he had lampooned his own occult "Alma Mater," the Golden Dawn, in
Moonchild, he was equally ready to lampoon Jesus Christ, the Gospels, and
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Christianity as a whole.óa That which the Angel Aiwass, in the Book of the Law,
revealed to Crowley in 1904 was even more serious:

Curse them! Curse them! Curse them!
With my hawk's head I peck at the eyes of Jesus as he hangs upon the
Cross.
I flap my wings in the face of Mohammed & blind him.
With my claws I tear out the flesh of the Indian and the Buddhist,
Mongol and Din.ó5

If neither Jesus, Mohammed, nor even Buddha was respected by Crowley, why
was Joseph Smith? For CrowLey, The Book of Mormon was surely a vision of
Joseph Smith: the Nephites were-as described in Lisa's vision in Moonchild-
"phantoms like pigeons" coming "from the head" of Joseph Smith. Joseph's
angel, however, though "extraordinarily stern and unbeautiful," had been able to
create "the wealth of life, children, and corn and gold" for "a great multitude."
Joseph Smith was "noble" where his persecutors' "laughter" was "hideous."
Crowley was, above all, an egomaniac. In all of the heroes and saints he
worshipped he saw something of himself. Joseph Smith received a book by an
angel, as Crowley himself had received The Book of the Law from Aiwass in
Cairo in 1904. Joseph Smith founded a new religion; Crowley made no secret
of his conviction that his new religion, Crowleyanity, would eventually also
succeedin gathering "a great multitude." Joseph Smith and his "multitude" were
persecuted by "triumphant enemies" with a "hideous laughter"; Crowley felt
persecuted throughout his life.

All of these similarities are extrinsi.c similarities. There are no intinsic
similarities. Crowley was not completely certain about the "real" source of The
Book of the Law, brtf surely he would not have called it "an error." Joseph
Smith's creation was, on the other hand, an "error" which "seemed to weigh
heavily upon the little man that had created it." The final vision of Joseph
seeking a new incarnation "for the sake of its forgetfulness," seeing "in a new
birîh the chance to repair his 611e1r'-f4ssd on the karmic law of
reincarnation-is entirely foreign to the Mormon worldview. Crowley was
fascinated by Joseph Smith as a romantic characfer, a persecuted hero, but he
was not prepared to accept-noreven to discuss-the heart of Joseph's message.
Accordingly, the fact that Crowley-to some sxfsrit-sdmiredJoseph Smith does
not support the anti-Mormon argument that Mormonism is based upoll
"magical" rather than "religious" experience. Crowley rccognized the external
f'eatures common to all new revelations, either religious or magical, and
perceived in Joseph's revelation an elementof greatness he would have liked to
claim for himself. But he did not enter the world of Joseph's revelation, which
was religious and not magical-anda mere "error" in the eyes of Crowley. Thus,
it is not enough to obserye that Crowley was fascinated by Joseph Smith. When
the roots and peculiar features of this fascination are studied, one is forced to
conclude that Crowley was fascinated by Joseph Smith's revelatory experience
rather than the specific religious features of his revelation. Crowley's attitude,
thus, when carefully examined confirms the differences between a religious neu'
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revelation like Joseph Smith's and a magical new revelation like Crowley's The

Book of the Law.

4. The aftermath of Crowleyts fascination: Joseph Smith in the new magical

movements
The results of our investigation are confirmed by the attitude of

contemporary new magical movements toward Joseph Smith. Mos!, if not all

magicai movements which have flourished after World War II have been

ilfluenced by Crowley, even if they do not like to admit it, and malry magical

movements have shown a peculiar interest for Joseph Smith. We find some

examples i1 the new Spiritualist ("channeling") groups' in some occult

movementsand orders, and in the flying saucercults. The latter-aphenomenon

with thousands of followers which is now receiving appropriate scholar$

attention-have often been founded by people with an occult or magical

backgroundwho have translatedtheir "mystic antecedents"into a space language

acceptable to UFO devotees.óó
Mormonism has a long history of relations with Spiritualism. While

Spiritualists like Conan Doyle were convinced that Joseph Smith had been a

uredium without knowing it,ó? Mormon leaders of the calibre of Parley P. Pratt,

Orson Pratt, George Q. Cannon and, later, James E. Talmage crossed swords

with contemporary Spiritualists to argue that their revelatiotls were only a

counterfeit of God's irue revelations to the Mormon prophets.68 While many

of their arguments merely distinguished between "true" and "false," Divine or

Satanic revelations, Joseph West-writing in the Improvement Era in 1920-

came closer to the more crucial distinction between magical and religious

revelation by observing that real religious revelation is received but not sought

a1d received directly, and never through a third person such as a medium:

The Lord permits loved ones who have gone before to bring comforting

messages to the living . . . in all such caSes, the communicationis directly

with the person for whom is intended, and not through a third,

irresponsible person.óe

Only splinter groups in Mormonism, such as the short-lived Godbeite schism,

wcre really attracted by Spiritualism.t0 Nor did Spiritualism fare much better in

the RLDS Church: Joseph Smith III first "studied the theory and practice of

Spiritualism with enthusiasm," and took part in seances for some time, but some

experiencesfinally convinced him "that Spiritualism was a bankrupt system, not

rvorthy of further investigation." By 1852 "he had completely abandoned the

cult" and later, as leader of RLDS Church, he condemned Spiritualism

"mercilessly."71
"Channeling" is a contemporary form of Spiritualism where contact is sought

with "entities" which may be different (and more complicated) than the usual

ctisincarnate spi-;ts of the rlead '2 One thing modern channeling has in common

with "classic" Spiritualism is the habit of claiming Joseph Smith as an early

rnedium (or channel). Professor Jon Klimo, in what is probably the most

popular book about channeling, claiurs that Joseph Smith was part of
ichanneling as a historical phenomenon."t3 Strangely enough, in 1985 this idea
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found its way into the columns of Sunstone, where the Book of Mormon was
compared to such channeledrevelations asr4 Course in Miracles.la The latter,
in fact, is a book apparently received and not sought, since the channel-New
York psychologist Helen Schucman-was initially embarrassed by the material
she was receiving, and tried to reject it. However, if one looks at the content of
the respective revelations, they could hardly be more different. Most chanleled
"new Gospels"-including I Course in Miracles-fall within the category of
magical revelations we have seen defined by Wiliiam Butler Yeats. There is a
great Universal Mind-seen in gnostic and pantheistic terms; we all fell from
this Divine Unity (in the Course we are all part of a dream or nightmare of the
Son of God) and what the channeled Gospels offer us is a way to return to this
Unity-reaching, and at the same time, our Inner Self.75 In Joseph Smith's
revelation pantheism is conspicuous only for its absenceo God the Father himself
is a personage of flesh and bones, and nothing could be more foreigl to
Mormon theology than a gnostic universe where anything bodily or material is
bad or the result of a fall. Again, if one actually opens the bottle and does not
merely stop at labels, there is very little in common between the Sacred
Scriptures, such as the Book of Mormon and other Mormon revelations, and the
clranneled Gospels in the category of A Course in Miracles.

Turning now to the occult groups-as opposed to the Spiritualists-a
case of interest to Mormons is the Mental Science Institute, organized in the
late 1960s by Barney C. ("Eli") Taylor which has followers around the Ulited
States who are attracted by a peculiar brand of herbal magic. "Eli" borrowed a
numberof Mormonideas in his The Firsî Book of Wisdom andTh.e Second Book
of Wisdom, including the idea of the three degrees of glory-celestial, terrestrial
aud telestial-the concept of a Mother in Heaven, and the theory that God the
Father was once a man. Other ideas in Eli's literature come from Crowley
through Gerald B. Gardner (1884-1964), the main figure in the British "Wiccan"
revival, or modern Witchcraft, who had been a close associate of Crowley (it was
even rumoured that Crowley wrote some of Gardner's allegedly "ancient" rituals,
although Gardner's followers usually deny these rumours).?6 In the Mental
Science Institute we have a unique mixture of Mormon and occult-Crowleyan
icleas.Tt The matter was the subject of a heated debate between Schnoebelen
arld the Tanners, where Schnoebelen exaggeratedthe role of Eli as "the highest
ranking Witch in the USA" and argued that both Eli and Mormonism had
borrowed from the same ancient tradition. The Tanners corectly replied that
the only evidence available indicated that Eli had borrowed his icleas from
Mormonism. Schnoebelen admitted that he regarded Doctor J. Gordon Melton,
the director of the authoritative Institute for the Study of American Religion as
an authority on the subject. On January 13, 1988, Melton wrote to the Tallers
that "Taylor [Eli] does not represent any lgth-century witchcraft tradition which
can seffe as a common source for both its teachings and those of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints." "Any similarity between the Mental
Science Institute and Mormonism on matters of teaching-Meltonconcluded-is
due to Taylor's having taken Mormon ideas and incorporating them in MSI."7s
Not only is this historically accurate. it is also obvious that Eli's doctrine is
basically an occult structure, with some Mormon ideas borrowed and fittilg
Illore or less well in a different context (including, for example, reincamation
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and a number of magical techniques). Eli Taylor confirms that occultists may be
fascinated by some Mormon ideas, but no more.

The same type of extrinsic similarities may be found in the strange world of
flying saucer cults. In 1956, Professor Leon Festinger and his associates
published a study called Wen Prophecy Fails about a flying saucer cult which
waited for a flood which was supposed to destroy North America in December
1954, "When prophecy failed," some members of the group were not shaken,
but instead were reinforced in their commitment towards the group. While
studying this group, the American sociologist discovered the "Festinger
Syndrome," which explained why prophetic failure is normally not fatal to
religious groups (a tool useful to understand the history of Jehovah's Witnesses
and other groups).7e In his study Festinger called the leader of the group
"Madame Keech," but it was a pseudonym. This was one of the rare cases
where the scholar became more famous than the object of his scholarship.
Although the "Festinger Syndrome" is still well known few people know what
may have happened to "Madame Keech." "Madame Keech" is alive and well.
I)orothy Martin (her real name) or Sister Thedra (her magical name) travelled
to Peru where she became a pupil of George Hunt Williamson (1914-L986), a
wandering bishop who had also been in touch with George Adamski (1891-
1965), perhaps the most famous UFO contactee in the United States. Sister
Thedra eventually developed her own theories after she came into contact with
various other spatial Masters, including the angel Moroni-yes, the same
Moroni of The Book of Mormon. In 1961 Sister Thedra returned from Peru to
the United States and in 1965 she founded the Association of Sananda and
Sanat Kumara, headquartered at Mount Shasta (California). At that time she
announced that Moroni would reincarnate in a child and would begin to
uranifesthis powers in AugustL975. Although Moroni did not manifestin 1975,
the "Festinger Syndrome" struck again, and Thedra has been able to maintain
a viable occult organization gathered around a variety of material she has
continued to channel.8O Without the precédentswe have mentioned, the sudden
appearance of Moroni in a context of occult Masters, flying saucers and
wandering bishops would be inexplicable. On the other hand, Moroni was no
more than a name or vague reference for Sister Thedra, whose doctrines remain
in the flying saucer-occult tradition and do not include significant Mormon
elements.

The same is true for the channeled messages of Moroni received by the Rev.
Keith Milton Rhinehart, a spiritualist minister who is known mostly because of
his claim to have spiritually manifested the stigmata (the spontaneous
manifestation of the five wounds suffered by Jesus during the Crucifixion), the
same phenomenon experiencedby St. Francis of Assisi and other Catholic Saints
and mystics. Rhinehart founded the Aquarian Foundation in 1955, head-
quartered in Seattle, whose doctrines bear no resemblance to Mormonism.

Finally, if Sister Thedrà met Moroni, the French journalist and UFO
contactee Claude Vorilhon ("Rael") met Joseph Smith himself. Rael was taught
au "atheist religion," by extraterrestrial beings, grounded in the belief that the
"spaceS16ffus1s'r-andnot God-have createdhumanity. These extra-terrestrials
were in turn created by other extraterrestrials, and so on-without end, without
God. Men and women---created bv extraterrestrial scientists endowed with
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advanced technology-are not immortal, but something similar to immortality
exists, since the space brothers ("Elohim") have decided to re-create certain
humans with special technolog5l on their planets, but only those who deserve it.
Rael was taken to the Elohim's planet in 1975 and discovered that it is indeed
a very pleasant place, where the "re-created" humans have learnt to
"manufacture," through marvelous machines, special "biological robots" in the
shape of beautiful men and women who ut. t"udy to 

"orrrply 
with any possible

sexual wish (homosexuality is admitted by Raelian ethics). 
- 

naet himself also
profited from the machines, without moderation, and for one night he had not
less than six beautiful female companions.sr Rael is of interest, irot because of
his erotic space adventures, but because he met the "prophets of old" who have
been "re-created" on Elohim's planet and who now enjòy the good life of the
planet. Although Jesus and Mohammed are noted, Rael ahò mentions that
Joseph Smith was also among them.s2 Since his first book, Rael declared
Mormonism to be a valid religion: valid, of course, in the sense that it disguised
a revelation from the Elohim. Since the Raelian "religion" is basically atheist,
there could be no common ground with Mormonism: the reference to Joseph
Surith is only one more example to illustrate that all the prophets were really
sent by the Elohim.

All these examples-and others which could be added-confirm the
conclusion we made with respect of Aleister Crowley, that all references to
'Ioseph Smith and Mormonism in contemporary magical movements are either
very broad and general, or extrinsic:

some notice that both their own sacred books and Joseph smith,s
sacred scriptures are new revelations (a claim common in
channeling), but they fail to distinguish between magical ancl
religious revelations;

different things may coexist or appear at the same time in the
history of religion; other groups rùo* sympathy for Joseph smith
because he was persecuted and they also ieel persecuted: this is,
obviously, something Joseph smith may have in common with
hundreds of historical figures in the world of religion, magic,
politics, or the arts;

some magical groups are interested in angels and in Moroni as an
angel: angels, however, appear both in magical and in religious
experiences, but the contexts are differenÍ

i1s_o1e groups (notably in Eli's Mentar science Institute) elemenrs
of Mormon theolow are used, but-even in this case-they are
isolated from their normal Mormon context and used as "bricks" to
build new structures whose orientation is wholly magical;

finally, move ments and le aders promoting the la rge st possible sexua I
freedom, such as crowley ancl Rael, may rememb"rsomething they
have read about Mormon polygamy; however, if such is the .ur..
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they ignore almosteverything about Mormonpolygamy as practiced

by 19th century Mormons and as assessed by modern scholarship,
and very superficially feel that-because both their group and the

early Mormons conflict with the established culture and religion

about their concept of family relations-they have something in

common.

All these elements remain extrinsic, and do not support a different conclusion

from the one we have suggested: Mormon revelation is a typical religious

revelation, while magical revelations-and "scriptures" like Crowley's The Book

of the Law--come from entirely different experiences. A persistent anti-

Mormon may insist that it is strange that, among so many religious leaders,

occultists and modern magicians have been especially fascinated by Joseph

Smith. But at least one founder of religion has been quoted by new magical

movements more often than Joseph Smith. With the exception of Crowley, a

fair nurnber of magical movements have reserved a role for Jesus Christ. Not
necessarily a Christian role: on the contrary, "the 'Aquarian Christ' can indeed,

be found playing some very unusual role."8o But this is hardly the fault of the

Christians, and this does not make Christianity a religion based in magical

experience. The fault of Mormons, if any, was probably to have been kind to

the romantic British traveller, Sir Richard Francis Burton, whose book on the

Saints excited the fantasy of a young man called Aleister Crowley, who was to

become the leading figure in twentieth century magic.
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